Using behavioral measurement to assess tumor progression and functional outcome after antiangiogenic treatment in mouse glioma models.
The objective of the current study was to investigate the behavioral changes of glioma-bearing nude mice and functional outcome from treatment with a novel antiangiogenesis regimen, which is a combination of monoclonal antibodies against both vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR)-1 (MF1) and VEGFR-2 (DC101). The reliability and responsiveness of behavioral measurement with the rearing test were first examined in nude mice bearing two kinds of gliomas--9L gliosarcoma and U87 human glioma, which have different growth rates. Using immunohistochemical staining and fluorescent imaging techniques, upregulation of the angiogenesis marker VEGF, coincident with the abnormal neovascular architecture, was confirmed in the human U87 glioma model. The behavioral measurement was then applied to assess functional outcome with the combination antibody treatment in the orthotopic mouse model of human U87 glioma. The combination antibody therapy retarded tumor progression and delayed the onset of significant behavioral deficits. Histologically, tumor necrosis and apoptosis were increased and tumor cell proliferation was decreased after treatment. In clinical trials for novel interventions, functional end points typically are included in the assessment of potential efficacy. Because certain interventions that successfully treat tumor progression in animal models might interfere with compensatory neuroplasticity, functional measurement may be valuable for improving the clinical relevance of translational brain tumor research.